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Abstract— The purpose of this article is to analyses the effect of privacy and perceived security on the level of trust shown 

by the consumer in the Internet. This survey deliberated over the security of electronic payment systems. This article also 

shows the security issues and privacy level in the mobile applications for IOS. It also aims to reveal and test the close 

relationship between the trust in an application and degree of loyalty. In this research in progress we investigate what 

characteristics of mobile payment solutions increase or decrease consumers' willingness to adopt these solutions. We also 

evaluate the solution of that security problems and privacy issues and how can we tackle from the problems using technology. 

The paper is divided into five sections which includes introduction of IOS application in first section, then security in second 

section and then third section is all about malicious things like virus, worms, etc. Then fourth section is about data security 

and fifth section is all about unauthorized access and vulnerability. And Finally we end up our paper with conclusion. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Users of Smartphone have increased in recent years, due to many benefits of smartphones like phone phone calls, sharing 

data, off-line games, Internet services, keeping data, online games, and Some Other Interesting Online/Off-line Mobile 

applications [1]. By 2020, more people will own a phone than have electricity. According to Cisco’s Annual report on mobile 

Growth more than 5.4 billion people will have mobile phone. There are currently 730 million mobile phone in India and and 

100 million are added every year in India. It Is Expected in Few Years more than 900 million Users are expected to have mobile 

phones in India. Mobile devices include mobile phones, PDAs, wireless tablets and any other device that can connect to mobile 

telecommunication network and make it possible for us to make payment through it. The mobile payment system has made 

possibly new and unforeseen ways for convenience and e-commerce. Mobile Payments Can Become Substitute to Cash, 

Cheque, credit cards and debit cards. This Payment system can also be used as payments of bills such as utilities and insurance 

premiums with access to direct user’s account-based payment instruments such as Internet Banking Payments, electronic bill 

presentment, direct debit and electronic funds transfer [4]. 

II. MOBILE SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES IN IOS APPLICATION 

A. App Security 

Apple App Store allows user to install application for Apple iOS device. The Application that are in App Store are reviewed 

by Apple for Security, hence it is Safe to Download from Apple App Store. If an iPhone iOS User wants to install an application 

Other Sources, then the user must jailbreak their devices, which involves exploiting the access that is vulnerability to gain super 

user access 

The Review process of Apple is intending to prevent the user from spreading of malware through the App Store. The 

Apple Review Standards Also Disallow spyware that is personal, but an attacker who has physical access to the victim’s device 

can jailbreak the phone without the victim’s knowledge and can install personal spyware. 

III. IOS (THE DEVELOPMENT OF IOS AND IOS 5) 

In The Year 2007 iOS mobile operating system was released. It was originally developed for iPhone system. “The iPhone that 

runs on Mac OS X, which has full integration with iTunes can seamlessly synchronise data with a Mac, PC, or Internet service 

like videos and music form iTunes, calendars, contacts, photos, notes, bookmarks and e-mail accounts” [5]. 

With each new release in iOS operating system, more benefits have increased. IOS have increased the job 

opportunities, created an easy to use accessible device, and have expanded the mobile operating  

The iOS Mobile Operating system which was originally developed has completely changed the market of mobile 

operating systems. 

Besides Many benefits of iOS, there still lie many security problems. A well-known of that problem is The jailbreaking, 

it “allows you to install unauthorised, third-party software onto your iPhone (or other iOS device), and/or access parts of the 

file structure that are not typically available to end users” [09]. Jailbreaking also caused a security hole to occur in the iOS, 

“with the security hole, an attacker can get malicious software onto a device by tricking its owner into clicking an infected PDF 

file” [09]. Apple works to fix these security concerns, but it is ultimately the consumers’ choice to jailbreak their Apple products 

and take the risk. 
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iOS offer the following features: [6]. 

 Stable and secure OS for mobile phones  

 Maybe the most loved interface that and mobile OS has in the market. It includes Beautifully Designed desktop and app 

icons which go hand to hand with the stunning looks of Apple devices.  

 Bugs are less and secure OS because of high standardisation followed when developing 

The architecture of iPhone is based on particularly 7 layers [6]. 

 Hardware  

 Firmware 

 Processor 

 iPhone OS 

 Objective-c runtime 

 Framework/API  

 Application 

 
Fig. 1: iPhone Architecture 

IV. VARIOUS MALWARE 

Malware detection Techniques are widely divided in two categories: Anomaly Based Detection and Signature Based Detection 

(Misuse-based). Any malware detection system can use one or combination of these techniques for detecting malware [7]. 

Malware Behavior 

Ikee 
Its purpose is to just generate the purposeless destructions to the user. 

These malwares are mostly developed for fun. 

Privacy-A 
This class secretly gather user’s personal details and information and 

selling these details to marketers. 

Ikee.B 
Steal user’s credentials such as account details by secretly listening to 

text messages, capturing key logging etc. 

Table 1: Malware detection Techniques 

V. UNAUTHORISED ACCESSED 

The Second-most major Cause of loss of Information is through unauthorised access to the Code base of application. The 

Extension used by apple iOS is. IPA (iPhone Application), this is used to Distribute the binary in App Store. Since the binaries 

are easy to get, any attacker who knows reverse engineering can apply that on the application binary to obtain the resultant 

source code. 

The user’s authentication at mobile end is planned keeping user’s security in mind. The Possible Risks at security may 

arise due to improper handling of data exchange between the middleware and mobile app 

This is also affected by by the quality and strength of password string. 

 Session management: The setup of Session between the Mobile app and middleware application are done to get the status 

of handshake, information and master data. To avoid Hijacking or session fixation attack the application Sessions need to 

be handled carefully. 

 Password management: Authentication for the mobile application should be so secure and strong that even if the password 

credentials are lost, still would not result in adversary having access to the users account in application. The first step in 

setting up the password is to set it with desirable complexity. Predictable Password is one of causes of the attack to 

Application. This Will result in access to all the devices by anyone when dealing in group of employees. 
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VI. VULNERABILITY 

The application design and coding suffering from vulnerability may lead to massive security issues [8]: 

 Validation: The Scripting language is widely used by the developers in developing the front end of the application. This 

can be highly dangerous as scripting language can easily be modified. The front end validation is done to every data entered 

in the front end. But Front end validation is not as much secure because a similar looking UI can be send to change the 

code to send the malicious code. This method can also be used to pass SQL commands through Data entry form, so that 

application details can be retrieved. In worst case the data can also be altered at the backend. The attacks like SQL injection, 

which are threat to mobile application nowadays. This can be Threat to Enterprise mobility applications. 

 Exception Handling: Another way a code can be leaked is through improper handling of the exception code. The business 

logic of the user can be exposed due to raw exception dump. Thus the possible areas to attack the application can be 

identified by the attacker as possible business logic can be deciphered when a stack trace of the user application is available. 

 Other Source Code: Sometimes Users applications depend upon the 3rd party libraries and other Source code also. For 

obvious reasons the development team is focused only on the security standards in own code, they are less concerned about 

the 3rd party libraries. Most often the vulnerability is raised due to this breach in 3rd party code. The broken cryptographic 

algorithm or the libraries that are used commonly can be utilised by the attacker to gain access to the user’s application, 

even though the application may not have any of its own vulnerability 

VII. PREVENTION METHOD FROM MOBILE SECURITY ISSUES 

In this section the approaches to protect against code vulnerability are discussed [8]. 

 Validation: The scripting languages are used in Mobile applications to reduce the time to market. This gives user a user lot 

of flexibility and turnaround time, but this also exposes the user application to possible tweaks of the script at the front 

end, this sends non-validated data at server end. This result in breakdown of user application due to bypassing of validation 

at front end.  To prevent this kind of tweaks, it is necessary to have replication at server end also of the front end validation. 

This would prevent possible attack to bypass the front end scripts. This will also reduce the risk of SQL injection attack at 

server end through vulnerable UI design. 

 Exception Handling: It is necessary to stack trace and make it available for the development team for analysis of possible 

issues in the user application, at the same time it is necessary to avoid the stack trace to be visible to the end users. To make 

a better interactive application, proper exception handling with customised message should be done. This reduces the 

security exposure for the application. 

 Other source code: It is advised to enlist the deprecated APIs while using any source library. While most of the platforms 

publishes the list of deprecated APIs, pre-processor based approach can be considered for other platforms where the 

deprecated APIs are not marked clearly. 

Mobile Security Requirements: Here we are discussing 5 security requirements of mobile operating system which are: 

[9] 

 Application Sandboxing: To run the program separately the mechanism of Sandboxing is used, this is used to limit the 

boundary of the application. When an application is build, some permissions are assigned to it. This permission cannot be 

changed dynamically during run time by application or operating system. This application can share theirresources, but 

these applications will never go beyond their limits which were initially assigned to them. In case of Android every 

application has its own sandbox, but in iOS all application shares same sandbox. 

 Encryption: To Secure the data, encryption is most effective method. Encryption is process that converts a data in to code 

that is secret to other users, this secures the data using an algorithm called encryption algorithm. The user who need to get 

the original data back should have the secret key or password to decrypt the data. The data without the encryption on is 

known as simple data and the data with encryption is done is known as cipher text. The first encryption version in android 

was introduced in Android 3.0 Honeycomb version,It was first released in Ice Cream Sandwich. Disk level encryption is 

applied on Android. The First Encryption method for iOS was introduced in iPhone 3GS version. The hardware level 

encryption is applied to the data in iOS applications. 

 Memory Randomisation: In Memory Randomisation process the memory application shared libraries and other are located 

randomly in a device, this technique works efficiently as the locations are random and the application is secured from any 

malicious code or virus on running memory. This technique was adopted by iOS in version 4.3 and later while in Android 

it was adopted after the Jelly Bean 4.1.1 and later version. 

 Built-in Antivirus: The 3 most popular types of malware that affects the mobile systems are Virus, Spyware and Trojans. 

A computer virus is a type of malicious software program ("malware") that, when executed, replicates by reproducing itself 

(copying its own source code) or infecting other computer programs by modifying them [12]. Spyware is software that 

aims to gather information about a person or organisation without their knowledge that may send such information to 

another entity without the consumer's consent, or that asserts control over a device without the consumer's knowledge [13]. 

Trojan horse, or Trojan, is any malicious computer program which is used to hack into a computer by misleading users of 

its true intent. The term is derived from the Ancient Greek story of the wooden horse that was used to help Greek troops 

invade the city of Troy by stealth [14]. Due to antivirus feature on Google Play Store any application can be downloaded 

without any risk from it, besides the device doesn't have any antivirus. This concludes that the application downloaded 

from any other sources rather than it can be very risky. For Android Devices a Antivirus can be downloaded from play 
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store to get secure from popular malware that affect the system. But in Case of iOS there is no need of Antivirus as in iOS 

there is no space for virus to enter into the system. The only way to download application in iOS is through App Store of 

Apple, a rigorous check is done to each and every application to make sure that every application is free from malicious 

code. 

 Data Storage Format: Disk Storage is a place where all the data is stored in build in storage or external storage [9]. The 

Security of this storage is important factor as it is needed to be protected from unwanted code. The internal and external 

storage are mostly there in all device. In case of Android devices, the data can be stored in both internal and external 

storages. The standard crypto libraries is used to secure the storage in Android which is as efficient as password is applied 

to the system. But if the root is captured of the device, then any unwanted malicious code can access any file in the system 

without any restrictions and can spread malware. In case of iOS no external Storage is there i.e. only internal storage is 

there. This requires the permission to access the inbuilt memory and data. The passphrase in connected with Data Protection 

API’s in iOS to provide an additional layer of data security to the device. So the storage of iOS is much more secure than 

Android which makes difficult task for application to access the data which is present in the internal storage. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Smartphones are the multipurpose handheld devices that contain a lot of third-party applications that extend the functionality 

of the device. With the quick production of smartphones prepared with many features such as several connectivity links and 

sensors, the mobile malware are growing. The smartphone environment is different from the PC environment. Similarly, the 

solutions to prevent the infections and diffusion of malicious code in smartphone are different from PC or other computer 

devices. Smartphones have insufficient resources, including power (battery) and processing unit. Increasing the capabilities of 

the smartphone, these features can be misused by attackers, as different types of links, sensors, services and user’s secrecy [1]. 

Mobile malware is evolving into a complex ecosystem that will likely eventually rival the desktop malware landscape. 

In this paper, we survey the behaviour of current mobile malware payloads. At present, mobile malware is motivated primarily 

by a desire to send premium-rate SMS messages and sell information. The former motivation can be defeated by requiring user 

confirmation for premium-rate SMS messages (as iOS does), but more research is required on the topic of defending against 

malware that steals user data and credentials. We also explore potential future directions of malware; in particular, we think 

that credential theft, credit card theft via NFC, and advertising click fraud are the most likely to be targeted by future malware 

authors [2]. 

The Mobile Payment Forum of India (MPFI) has been formed with Institute for Development and Research in Banking 

Technology (IDRBT) and Rural Technology Business Incubator (RTBI), IIT Madras taking the lead role. It has members and 

representatives from the telecommunications industry, financial institutions (banks and microfinance institutions) as well 

members from the Reserve Bank of India. Three subcommittees have been formed – on technology, on business models and on 

regulatory issues. The first meeting of MPFI was held in Hyderabad on the 15th of September 2007. The sub-committees are 

expected to go over their particular concerns in depth and submit a report shortly [3]. 
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